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Club penguin tour guide test

Want to be a club penguin tour guide? It's simple, nothing sweaty. As a Club Penguin tour guide, you must be at least 45 days old. Start by heading to ski village, clicking on the TOURS sign and driving the quiz. Possible quiz questions from the club penguin travel guide In order to become a Club Penguin travel guide, you need to get
everything right in the Club Penguin Tour Guide quiz. Here are any questions a quiz can ask:Question: How many coins does it cost to buy a player card background? Answer: 60 Questions: What is thrown out of a truck at level 4 of bean counters? Answer: FlowerpotQuestion: Which room can you find old copies of the Penguin Times?
Answer: Boiler RoomQuestion: What is the name of Captain Rockhopper's ship? Answer: The MigratorQuestion: Which of these rooms doesn't have a game? Answer: BeachQuestion: Which room has a cuckoo clock? Answer: Ski LodgeQuestion: How do you get a needle? Answer: Click on it Questions: Which of these places don't have
music playing in the background? Answer: Pet ShopQuestion: How many bobsled courses are there? Answer: 4Question: How does the pink puffle play? Answer: Jump on the bypass ropeQuestion: What is the name of the big fish in ice fishing? Answer:MulletQuestion: What day will the paper come out? Answer: ThursdayQuestion:
Which of these games has a shark? Answer: Jet pack adventureQuestion: What color puffle can catch fire? Answer: BlackCongratulations! You are now club penguin's guide penguin. Start giving excursions to new penguins on the snow island! in: Characters, Types of Penguins, Penguins Share Looking for a Club Penguin moderator with
the same name? The Tour Guide project started on 26 January 2007[1] with the aim of helping newcomers find their way around Club Penguin. To make a quiz a travel guide, players must be at least 45 days old. Wearing a tour guide hat, players can access a pre-written message summarizing the room they're in. This can be done by
opening a safe chat menu, then mousing over activities and clicking on Give tour. Travel guide quiz The quiz can be accessed from the ski village's tour desk. From now on, the player will be asked to take an eight-question quiz about knowing the club penguin. If at least seven are answered correctly, the player will receive a travel guide
hat. If not, the quiz can be taken again until it is approved. Eight of the following questions are asked in random order. The correct answers have been written. Some of the responses became inaccurate due to different changes in the game, but they were not updated to reflect these changes and are still calculated correctly. Window that
appears after the test has passed The postcard to pass the test Which item is thrown out of the truck at bean count level 4? Candlestick Flower Pot A Teapot Which room has a cuckoo clock? Ski Lodge Pet Shop Pizza Shop Cave How many bobsled race tracks are there? What's the name of the big fish in ice fishing? Where do you get
the needle? Buy it at the Gift Shop Click on it Throw a snowball on it Walk on it (from a snowflake pin this is no longer true, but instead the click it option is) What color puffle can catch fire? How many coins does it cost to buy a player card background? The next question was originally present, but was removed sometime in mid-2008.
What day is the paper coming out? Tuesday Thursday Saturday Sunday trivia Once the player has become a travel guide, clicking on the tour booth in the ski village will get a book over the quiz titled How to Be a Great Travel Guide. If a player tried to use the give tour option while on an igloo, it would make the player say undefined. This
was later changed to prevent the message from appearing. Club Penguin Times used to have In Focus, hosted by a different guide in each issue. However, it was removed after updating the magazine in November 2010. On May 1, 2009, tour guides and secret agents began to receive 250 coins a month to carry out their duties. It was
featured in the TOUR GUIDE Card-Jitsu Power Card. Gallery SWF References ↑ Lots of Tours!! ↑ Penguins get paid today! Character types Penguins Penguins Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The quiz confuses questions to minimize the risk of cheating. Here are the answers in a non-existent order:
-What's the name of the big fish in ice fishing?: Mullet -What day does the magazine come out?: Thursday -How many are on the bobsled track?: 3 -What color can a puffle t hit fire?: Red -What's the name of Captain Rockhopper's ship?: Mover -Which of these games has a shark? : Jet Pack Adventure -Which of these rooms doesn't have
music playing in the background?: Pet Shop - What item is always hidden in a different place on the clothing list in a different location each month?: Viking Helmet -Which of these rooms doesn't have a game?: Beach -How many coins does the player card background cost? : 60 -How do you get the needle?: Walk on it -In which room do
you find old copies of Penguin Times?: Boiler Room - Which room has a cuckoo clock?: Pet Shop - How about a pink puffle game?: Jump on a bypass rope - What item is thrown out of a truck at Bean Counters level 4?: Flower pot Now you've completed the quiz and get your tour guide hat and sign! You have fun! in: Comments share The
Tour Booth. Tour Booth is a ski village booth where players can become tour guides if their penguin is 45 days or older. Clicking on the booth brings up a poster, while you can take a test if you want to see if you are be a tour guide. If the penguin successfully performs the test, he will receive a tour guide hat and can officially classify as a
tour guide. Questions These are questions that can be asked in the quiz, but they come in random order: Videos from Club Penguin Rewritten - Travel Guide Tutorial Photo for this gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. To become a tour guide, your penguin must be at least 45 days old and you
must pass the test! Step 1: Go to the Ski Village and click on the Guide section. Step 2: At the bottom of the screen, click click here for more information. Step 3: Click take the quiz to start the test. Step 4: There are eight questions in the test and you can only get one wrong! Different questions have been asked in the test, but these are all
the questions you may have and their correct answers: Question: How does the Pink puffle play? Answer: Jump with a bypass rope. Question: Which of these rooms doesn't have music in the background? Answer: Pet shop question: What is the name of Captain Rockhopper's ship? Answer: Moving question: Which room do you find old
copies of Penguin times? Answer: Boiler room question: Which room has a cuckoo clock? Answer: Ski Lodge Question: How many bobsled race tracks are there? Answer: 4 Question: Which of these rooms is NOT a game? Answer: Beach question: What color puffle can catch fire? Answer: Black question: What day will the news bulletin
come out? Answer: Thursday's question: What is the name of the big fish in ice fishing? Answer: Mullet Question: How do you get Pin? Answer: Click on it Question: How many coins does it cost to buy a player card background? Answer: 60 Question: Which item is thrown out of the truck at bean counter level 4? Answer: Flower pot
question: Which item is always hidden in a different place on the clothing list every month? Answer: Viking Helmet Question: Which of these games is a shark? Answer: Jetpack Adventure Congratulations! If you passed, you are now a guide and you can collect a tour guide hat! Tour guides are penguins categorized to welcome new users
who come to CPRewritten every week. I'll get to know them all over the island.  In addition, they have access to the Give Tour function, which, while in a particular room when you click on a penguin, provides summary information about this room. Step 1: Go to the Ski Village and then walk to the tour guide's message. You must have 45
days to take the test. Step 2: Now, click on the part of the ad that is surrounded in red. Step 3: Clic on the button Take the quiz you will start the test. Here are some answers to successfully run it: 1) How many coins does it cost to buy a player card background? 2) What color puffle can catch fire? A = Black. 3) In Can you find old copies of
the Penguin Times? A = Boiler room. 4) Which of these games is a shark? A = Jetpack adventure. 5) Which room has a cuckoo clock? A = Ski cane. 6) Which item is always hidden in a different place on the clothing list every month? A = Viking helmet. 7) What is the name of Captain Rockhopper's ship? A = Moving. 8) Which of these
rooms does not have a game? A = Beach. 9) What is the name of the big fish in ice fishing? A = Mullet. 10) How do you get a needle? A = Walk on it. 11) Which item is thrown out of the car at bean counter level 4? A = Flower pot. 12) How many bobsled race tracks are there? A = 4 13) How does the pink puffle work? A = Blow bubbles If
you passed the test, congratulations! You won a tour guide hat, and now you can give tours to new penguins! Comment, share and enjoy! #WaddleOn page 2! Hey, penguins! So I see you looking for things that make your penguin animated or blog, so in this section we bring you funds for your logo, animated penguins, peaks, character
images, objects, designs and many other things!  Enjoy these gifts!  Gifts! 
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